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    Weekly journal 4:  Patch Writing.  

The first reading which I read was canvas reading 6 written by Johanna Hopper and 

Briallen Hopper and entitled Should the Working Class People Get B.A.’s or Ph.D.’s. The article 

was about two sister, Briallen and Johanna, Briallen pursued a college education and got a Ph.D. 

and her sister Johanna, who is equal smart also pursued her college education but dues, bad 

advice and price she never finish; Article continued to give an in-depth analysis of the sister’s 

thoughts about college education. Briallen feels that a college education is priceless even though 

she is struggling to pay her college debt. Briallen on numerous occasion try to convince her 

sister, Johanna to continue and finish her college education but Johanna feel’s that even though 

see did not finish her college education she is perfectly fine and debt free; though her job option 

are even greater limited and the horrible stigma of “college drop” hangs over her head. The quote 

that stood out to me was “College is no longer the force for class mobility that it used to be” 

(Hopper 206). I feel that what the quote implied is true because in recent time the worth of a 

college degree has gone down and the price has gone up. A person may have a degree but that 

does not means that they will get a job after college, in fact sometimes a higher degree such as 

master or even Ph.D. could potential harm their job opportunity. A person may go to college to 

avoid a median job or to better their self, but sometimes the median job is where they end up 

with a college degree and debt because they had no choice. 
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The second reading which I read was canvas reading 7 written by E.F.Schumacker and 

entitled Buddhist Economics. The passage in my opinion was the compare and contrast of 

western views vs the Buddhist views on economics. Some underlining points that passage 

discussed was work should be an entity that helps a person expresses them positively [joy, 

creativity] not negatively [stress and hate] and that use of technology [in manufacturing] is to 

empower the worker rather than replace them. The last few points, the author argue is that pass 

time should be spend in nature rather than consuming nature and that the economy of any 

country is/should be measured base on the country’s people characteristics/wellbeing as well as 

the consumption and production of said country. The quote that stood out to me was “there is a 

universal agreement that a fundamental source of wealth is human labor. Now modern economist 

has been brought up to consider labor or work as a more than necessary evil” (Schumacher 306). 

I think quote speech about the old tradition vs new. For instance, in older times a man work was 

not only his sources income, but his pride and joy but now in current times it’s just a job to get 

by in the world because all the joy has been taken out but, big business and their current 

economical ideals which only revolve around profit. 

The third reading which I read was written Sylvan Barnet and Hugo Bedau and entitled 

From Critical Thinking to Argument. The section which I read was about summarizing, 

paraphrase, plagiarism and [something I never heard of] patch writing. Section talk in-depth 

about the styles listed above, for instance, how to or how not use the styles listed about when 

reading and writing. To emphasize his point, the authors gave two reading one by Susan Jacody 

entitled A First Amendment Junkie and the second was written by Zachary Shemtob and David 

Lat entitled Execution should Be Television. The author after giving the reading shows how to 

analyze them using the above style [critical thinking] and what to look for such thesis and tone to 
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create argument. The quote that stood out to me was “Here we get patch writing sometimes 

producing a medley of borrowed words and word” (Barnet and Bedau 49).  I  knew about this 

style before I read the book but I never knew the name and to tell truth it scare me because every 

time I write I hope to god I never plagiarize. 

This week in class we started off by going over what is an annotated bibliography and 

work cited page, and the difference between them. As a prelude to the peer reading analyze 

section we went over author thesis and purpose to better analyzing the canvas reading five and 

answer the question we were given as homework. To start off day two we went our critical 

reading [critical thinking to argument] and some of the styles such as reviewing, underlining, 

highlighting and skimming that the author spoke off in the book. Another topic we went into was 

MLA in-text citation to better helps with the weekly response and paper 2. To conclude the class 

we compare and contrast summary vs analysis, which in my opinion was to help with the 

selected reading should execution be televised from the book From Critical Think to Arguments. 
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